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The enduring utility of continuous culturing in experimental evolution
In principle, increases in fitness in the turbidostat might result 157 from enhancements in any of these processes. Variants on turbidostats 158 include devices in which the ability to grow maximally is constrained by 159 an environmental agent, for example by adding growth inhibitors such 160 as high ethanol or antibiotics [24, 25] . increased fitness in batch culture may result from decreased duration in 187 lag phase (the time taken to reinitiate growth upon encountering fresh 188 medium), increased growth rate during the growth phase or a de-189 creased probability to enter a quiescent, non-reproductive, state upon 190 nutrient depletion [28, 29] . It is quite plausible that alleles that improve 191 fitness in each of these growth phases are antagonistically pleiotropic 192 with respect to each other. Thus, allele frequencies may fluctuate 193 throughout each serial passage or different lineages may specialize in 194 optimizing one or more of each of the phases of batch culture growth.
195
Continuous culturing provides a means of avoiding this complexity.
196
The constancy of selection in a chemostat or turbidostat enables the 197 selection to be precisely defined and indefinitely maintained providing 198 considerable advantages for addressing the following key questions 199 using experimental evolution. chemostat represents the primary selection [33] . Studies to date suggest 242 that the primary means by which fitness is increased in a chemostat 243 is through improved nutrient import [7, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . This explains the 244 recurrent selection for copy number variants in nutrient transporter chemostat-evolved lineages [34, 40] .
285
Another route to increased fitness in the chemostat is the inhibition 286 of stress responses that are activated in response to nutrient deprivation 287 [41, 42] . In wildtype cells, robust stress responses are critical for surviv-288 ing in environments that fluctuate in nutrient abundance. In response to 289 starvation, many microbes exit a proliferative state and initiate a quies-290 cent state in which they exhibit increased stress resistance. Quiescence 291 enables long-term survival until conditions improve; however, initia-292 tion of this state in a chemostat confers a strong disadvantage as these 293 cells will no longer contribute to future generations in the continuously 294 diluted population. Thus, loss of a robust stress response is an expected 295 and repeatedly observed outcome of chemostat selection [8, 42, 43] . 296 The chemostat is also uniquely suited to studying the global molec- at the same growth rate, allowing controlled analyses of these high 308 dimensional phenotypes [36, 48, 49] .
309
In contrast to the straightforward connection between phenotype 310 and fitness in chemostat environments, the complexity and dynamics 311 of the batch culture regime make it difficult to know which phenotypes 312 are relevant to fitness. Increased fitness in batch cultures may result 313 from increased growth rates during the rapid growth phase (i.e. "log 314 phase"), the ability to eke out extra cell divisions once nutrients become 315 scarce (i.e. "stationary phase"), or the ability to reinitiate growth more 316 rapidly (i.e. "lag phase") [28, 29] . However, in general, fitness in batch 317 cultures is typically estimated as the aggregate of these different growth tion is significantly more difficult if the selection is not well defined.
343
As the selection is less well-defined in batch culture regimes, and is 344 likely to vary between experimentalists depending on the precise 345 details of the experimental regime (e.g. the frequency of transfers, 346 the duration of the starvation phase, whether the culture is well 347 aerated), it is likely that this approach will encounter significant have broken through this barrier [70] , the population sizes and run time 484 horizon of these devices make them more suitable for multiplexed 485 phenotyping than for evolution experiments.
486
It may be argued that the selection that operates in a continuous 487 culture is too simple. Long term, constant selection is not likely to be 488 the dominant experience of most natural populations (though nutrient 489 limitation is no doubt a common occurrence). By their very design, 490 chemostats are not well-suited to dynamic environments, although it 491 is possible to vary them by switching media feeds, injecting reagents, 492 changing temperature, and other perturbations [12] . However, we 493 would argue that this simplicity is exactly the point: by modeling adap-494 tive evolution using the simplest possible selective regimen, we greatly 
